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RPJ	W ant M en

man
alderman
GVL boatman
IFD
cattleman
TUO chairman
ITX
clergyman, parson or minister
MDK have you men enough?
NAB fireman
NBS fisherman
NJX foreman
OTR helmsman
RKI
how many men?
QIB
landsman
QJL leadsman
QPJ liberty man
RAE look-out man look out!
NSX he, or she is full of men
RPH newly raised man
SIT STILLnobleman
TQO postman
UXF rifleman
VLG seaman
WDH signalman
YZM tradesman
YWH waterman
ZIA
workman
MDK have you men enough?
RPJ
want men
RPK your men
RJE

DWS
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T H E F A S H I O N S H O W P O E T R Y E V E N T E S S AY

The Fashion Show Poetry Event
by Eduardo Costa, John Perreault, and
Hannah Weiner
January 14, 1969, 5:30 and 7:30
Center for Inter-American Relations
680 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y.
Poetry (Fashion Commentaries) by:
Eduardo Costa, John Perreault, and
Hannah Weiner
Fashion works by:
James Lee Byars, Enrique Castro-Cid,
Eduardo Costa, Allan D’Arcangelo,
Rubens Gerchman, Alex Katz, Les
Levine, Nicholas Krushenick, Roberto
Plate, Marisol, Sylvia Stone, Andy
Warhol, Susana Salgado, John
Perreault, Marjorie Strider, Claes
Oldenburg, James Rosenquist, Hannah
Weiner, Alfredo Rodriguez Arias, and
Juan Stoppani.
Music by: Davin Seay and Diane Kolisch
THE FASHION SHOW POETRY EVENT ESSAY

“There is no more aesthetic contemplation because aesthetics is
dissolving itself into social life.”
—Octavio Paz
“Clothing introduced perfidy into civilization. But without clothing
could they (the primitive peoples) have taught themselves to think?”
					
—Claude Levi-Strauss
We see the Fashion Show Poetry Event not as a time-bounded work of literature,
but as the initial cause of a series of events which are a set of translations that add up to a
total work.
Some of these additional events are The Fashion Show Poetry Event #2—a recreation using video tapes, slide projections, and stereo tapes—and the Fashion Show
Poetry Event Book which will be a “documentation” in words and photographs including
the texts of our fashion description poems, our press releases, magazine articles, etc.
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It might have been interesting for us to have asked the artists to tell us orally an
idea for a fashion garment and then for us to have written our texts without making and
showing the real garments.
However, some of the reasons we chose to make the effort of presenting an actual
fashion show were: to move outside the limitations of the printed word, to move away from
personal expression, and to present a fictionalized version of a real life event that would
appeal to an audience accustomed to sophisticated perception of visual phenomena.
Rather than attempt a union of our three separate styles we have chosen an
objective mass-media style. This makes a difference of kind rather than of degree between
our present effort and other forms of literary collaboration.
Concerning the total phenomenon of fashion as a language, we would locate the
Fashion Show Poetry Event in the area of that particular sub-category of fashion language
that could be characteristic of the moment of communication between fashion press and
fashion show to consumer.
Fashion language is a complicated code. It has special meanings within the
industry itself, involving the translation of exact equivalents, and special meanings when
the industry relates to the public.
There are various verbal (written and oral) to visual and visual to verbal
translations that take place in the Fashion Show Poetry Event.
We wish to indicate some differences between translation and communication.
In the process of communication there is a sender, a message, and a receiver. Between
sender and receiver some modification of the message may take place even though, for
instance, the message is in the English language which is known equally to both sender
and receiver.
On the other hand, translation is a process of converting a message from one code
system to another (from one medium to another or one language to another).
We communicated to the artists our generalized instructions. They translated
these instructions into sketches, models, and finally actual garments. The feedback (i.e.
the garments) was then translated by us into fashion language. We have also translated
this information into the language of press releases aimed at both the general and the
fashion press and into the language of this theoretical essay.
This process of translation is one of the most important subjects of The Fashion
Show Poetry Event.
The message received by the usual fashion audience and by most of the poetry and
art audience as well will be mainly a certain set of meanings. The real message and the
message we intend, however, is the game or play of the significants that will transmit an
additional set of meanings.
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There is a difference between a description and that which this description appears
to describe. We are interested in this difference.
There is a difference between real fashion copy and our “poems” which are
imitations of fashion copy. There is a difference between a real fashion show and our
imitation of a fashion show. We are interested in these differences in spite of the fact that
we have tried to eliminate them.
We want to show the difference between presentation and representation by
bringing presentation and representation as close together as possible.
The Fashion Show Poetry Event is not only fashion, poetry, and art, it is where
these arbitrary categories overlap and as categories dissolve and become irrelevant.
The Fashion Show Poetry Event is a new kind of theater.
Theater is a fictional representation of something that supposedly happened in
the past or something that is happening in the present. A real fashion show is a fictional
representation of something that is going to happen in the future. The FSPE is a fiction of
this kind of fictional representation.
In theater, costumes are usually subservient to plot and characterization. In the
theater of the FSPE, as in a real fashion show, the costumes are the plot.
We caused fashion garments to be created by the artists so that we would have a
pretext to write the style of fashion.
We use the phrase “write the style” rather than the more usual “write in the style”
because the latter indicates that one is using a style to serve a certain content, but here we
are writing a certain style using a certain content as a pretext to write this style.
Not only are we writing the style of written fashion language, we are also doing the
style of a fashion show. This makes our work a poetry event instead of a poetry reading.
Because the Fashion Show Poetry Event is amusing does not exclude the fact that
it is also serious. Amusement and beauty in this work are nothing but the condition of the
style we are writing and doing, as is fashionableness.
The fact that the audience and we ourselves will find this work amusing is also
amusing.
Doing a fashion show is fashionable. The artists we have chosen are fashionable.
Poetry events are fashionable. Fashion is fashionable. Fashionableness is not our goal.
Our goal is complete objectivity.
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